
World Book Day:  The Lost Thing 
Year 5 

Choose different activities to enjoy alongside our chosen world book day text: The Lost Thing 

Act it out! 

Re-read the section where The Lost Thing is 

discovered.  Experiment with some role play: 

imagine you were the one who found it. Think 

about the different emotions you would go through, 

from surprise,  to curiosity,  shock, fear, relief etc.  

Act out the process of  searching on the beach, 

finding the Lost Thing  and then enjoying the rest of 

the day together. Think about your  facial 

expressions throughout. 

The Blurb 

Oddball, bottle-top collector Shaun finds 

something on the beach. Why has no one else 

spotted it? And what the heck is it!? As he 

decides what to do with his new companion, he 

finds things – and people – that are unusual 

can find somewhere to belong. This beautifully 

designed book is a great opportunity for 

descriptive writing and creative and 

imaginative thinking.  

Dear Diary... 

Write a diary recount of discovering the Lost Thing. 

Practise writing an introduction full of expressions 

of surprise (I scratched my chin. What is that 

strange thing?). Describe each part of the creature’s 

body full of descriptive language and poetic  devices 

such as:  alliteration, metaphor, simile and 

personification. The purpose is to inform (yourself in 

the future) and the focus should be on  creating a 

diary entry which will  bring back the emotional 

experience.  

Artistic Flare 

Design your own beautiful Lost Thing. Shaun Tan designs his wonderful 

creations - a mixture of machinery, everyday items and animal parts - by 

cutting up pictures and reassembling them, so have a go at doing the 

same by using a selection of photographs, snipping them up and 

rearranging them. Remember to check with an adult before you start 

cutting up their photos! See if you can find unusual features to use for 

legs, eyes and tails (the octopus clock with pencil legs caught my eye!). 

Once collaged, you could challenge yourself to draw them in pencil, 

adding colour to bring them to life!  



Thinking time 

 

Have you ever been lost? Or found something that was lost? What did you do? 

How important are belongings? How important is a sense of belonging? Which 

are your most valued belongings? Are your belongings more important than 

a sense of belonging?  

Junk Modelling 

Have a go at creating your own ‘Lost Thing’ using 

old things you can find around the house. The 

recycling bin is a good place to start! You can 

sketch out a design first, using the bits that you 

find. Be creative– your lost thing can be big or 

small, made out of anything  you can find and 

decorated in a way of your choice. 

Movie date? 

Why not watch the fabulous animated version of 

the book, created  by Shaun Tan himself. Compare 

it to the book and see if you can identify what has 

been kept the same and what has been changed. 

Why not prepare some popcorn and a hot chocolate  

and then snuggle down and watch the 15 minute 

adaptation. It can be found here: The Lost Thing 

(2010) - Legendado PT(BR) - YouTube  

Cool Computing 

Here are a few ideas of things you could try out on the computer: 

• Use art software to design your own ‘Lost Thing’. 

• Use publishing software to design a ‘Missing’ poster for the Lost Thing. 

• Create a video report about a sighting of a ‘Lost Thing’ on the beach. 

You could use Purple Mash to have a go at any of these things. Alternatively 

you could use software of your own choosing. 

Stage Show 

Why not create some finger or hand puppets 

of the characters in the story. You could set 

up your own home puppet theatre with your 

own backdrops.  

Rehearse the story and  put  on a puppet show 

for the people at home. You could add sound 

effects and lighting for your audience . Why  

don’t you ask someone at home to film it for 

you and you can send it in to me or just keep 

it to watch back yourself. 

Lights, camera, action! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILUxUrjjpyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILUxUrjjpyg

